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OPEN

ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Fear conditioning, persistence of disruptive behavior and
psychopathic traits: an fMRI study
MD Cohn1,5, A Popma1,5, W van den Brink2, LE Pape1, M Kindt3, L van Domburgh1, TAH Doreleijers1,6 and DJ Veltman4,6

Children diagnosed with Disruptive Behavior Disorders (DBD), especially those with psychopathic traits, are at risk of developing
persistent and severe antisocial behavior. Deficient fear conditioning may be a key mechanism underlying persistence, and has
been associated with altered regional brain function in adult antisocial populations. In this study, we investigated the associations
between the neural correlates of fear conditioning, persistence of childhood-onset DBD during adolescence and psychopathic
traits. From a cohort of children arrested before the age of 12 years, participants who were diagnosed with Oppositional Defiant
Disorder or Conduct Disorder in previous waves (mean age of onset 6.5 years, s.d. 3.2) were reassessed at mean age 17.6 years (s.d.
1.4) and categorized as persistent (n¼ 25) or desistent (n¼ 25) DBD. Using the Youth Psychopathic Traits Inventory and functional
magnetic resonance imaging during a fear conditioning task, these subgroups were compared with 26 matched healthy controls
from the same cohort. Both persistent and desistent DBD subgroups were found to show higher activation in fear processing-
related brain areas during fear conditioning compared with healthy controls. In addition, regression analyses revealed that
impulsive-irresponsible and grandiose-manipulative psychopathic traits were associated with higher activation, whereas callous-
unemotional psychopathic traits were related to lower activation in fear-related areas. Finally, the association between neural
activation and DBD subgroup membership was mediated by impulsive-irresponsible psychopathic traits. These results provide
evidence for heterogeneity in the neurobiological mechanisms underlying psychopathic traits and antisocial behavior and, as such,
underscore the need to develop personalized interventions.
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INTRODUCTION
Juvenile antisocial behavior causes major personal harm and
economic losses.1 In child and adolescent psychiatry, pervasive
patterns of antisocial behavior are diagnosed as either
Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD) or Conduct Disorder (CD),
which are often grouped as Disruptive Behavior Disorders (DBD).
Early onset of DBD is an important risk factor for persistence of
antisocial behavior into adulthood.2 However, much remains
unknown about which DBD children will persist or desist.

In this respect, one influential neurobiological theory posits that
fear conditioning, the association of a neutral cue with an aversive
outcome, is a prerequisite for typical moral development, 3 whereas
deficits in this basic learning process may put one at risk for
persistent antisocial development.4 Indeed, deficient autonomic
fear conditioning has been reported in antisocial adults (for a
review, see Raine5) and juveniles,6,7 and has been linked to reduced
reactivity in limbic brain circuits in adult psychopathic offenders.8

Furthermore, although adults with criminal records show lower
levels of autonomic fear conditioning as early as 3 years of age,9

higher levels of autonomic fear conditioning have been shown to
characterize antisocial adolescents desisting from crime 14 years
later.10 Therefore, neural hyporesponsiveness during fear condition-
ing may be a biomarker for persistent antisocial behavior. However,
studies investigating this specific hypothesis are currently lacking.

Moreover, although recent reviews have emphasized hetero-
geneity within antisocial samples,11,12 most previous fear
conditioning studies lack dimensional specification of findings.
Consequently, it remains unclear whether fear conditioning
deficits are a characteristic of all antisocial individuals or pertain
to specific clinical characteristics within this group. In this respect,
psychopathic personality traits (In recent years, the traits within
the psychopathy construct have been increasingly used in the
study of childhood and adolescent antisocial behavior (for a
review, see Frick and White13). Although the authors acknowledge
the concerns of some scholars with regard to their measurement14

and interpretation15 in minors, these traits will be referred to as
psychopathic traits throughout this article for reasons of brevity.),
specifically callous-unemotional (CU) traits, have been proposed
as the most important specifiers within antisocial populations16

and have been included as such in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-V). This is not only
because of their clinical relevance for defining a severe and stable
subgroup of antisocial youths17 but also for their associated
genetic risk and neurobiological deficits, including aberrant reacti-
vity in limbic and prefrontal brain regions (Marsh et al.18and Finger
et al.,19 for a review see Viding and McCrory20). The only study to
date investigating the relation between psychopathic traits and
fear conditioning in antisocial juveniles7 found no association
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between fear conditioning and overall psychopathic traits scores
in conduct-disordered girls. However, in this study the correlated
but distinct dimensions of the psychopathy construct were not
analyzed separately. This is of relevance because psychopathic
traits dimensions (i.e. CU, grandiose-manipulative (GM) and
impulsive-irresponsible (II) traits) show distinctive correlations
with criterion variables related to emotional reactivity,21 whereas
most studies focus on the CU traits dimension as a proxy for the
general construct of psychopathy. Specifically, impulsive-conduct
problems (similar to II traits) are positively correlated with
measures of emotional reactivity, whereas CU traits are inversely
correlated with such measures, when corrected for each other
(suppressor effect; e.g. Frick et al.,22 Patrick23 and Sebastian
et al.24). These findings indicate the importance of accounting not
only for the multidimensional nature of psychopathic personality
traits but also for their mutually suppressing effects.

To gain further insight into the role of fear conditioning
in the persistence of childhood-onset DBD during adolescence,
the current study investigates the neural correlates of fear
conditioning in persistent and desistent DBD subgroups
in a cohort of early-onset offenders.25 In addition, the study
relates fear conditioning deficits to specific psychopathic traits.
We hypothesize that youths showing persistent patterns of DBD
exhibit reduced levels of limbic reactivity during fear conditioning.
Furthermore, we hypothesize that desisters are characterized
by higher levels of limbic reactivity to fear conditioning,
when compared with persisters and healthy controls (HCs). In
addition, we hypothesize that CU personality traits are related to
limbic hyporesponsiveness, whereas the opposite is expected
for II personality traits, with both these effects being stronger
when correcting for suppressor effects of the other psychopathy
dimensions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Participants were recruited from a cohort25,26 of 364 adolescents who were
first arrested by the police before the age of 12 years and had participated
in three previous waves of this longitudinal study: mean age at study
entrance 10.9 (s.d. 1.4) and mean age at wave three 13.1 (s.d. 1.5). Children
meeting the criteria for either ODD or CD (DBD) on the parent version of
the NIMH Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children version IV (DISC-IV;
Shaffer et al.27; see below) during at least one of the previous waves were
selected for the current study (mean age of DBD onset 6.5 years, s.d. 3.2
(retrospective estimate); current mean age 17.6 years, s.d. 1.4). Of these 80
adolescents, 30 (37.5%) did not participate in the current study because of
refusal (n¼ 23), exclusion for the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
session (n¼ 1) or low-quality functional MRI data, including incomplete
analysis masks compromising the regions of interest (n¼ 6), leaving 50
participants for analysis. The study group (n¼ 50) did not differ from the
non-participating group (n¼ 30) on data from previous waves, including
gender, IQ (block design and vocabulary subtests from the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children28), age, socioeconomic status, ethnicity,
aggression scores (Reactive and Proactive aggression Questionnaire
(RPQ)29) or psychopathic traits scores (Youth Psychopathic Traits
Inventory (YPI)30) (all P40.10).

For this report, the 50 DBD participants were divided into two
subgroups: (1) those meeting the criteria of DBD in any of the previous
waves but without a current DBD diagnosis at wave four (desisters; DBD-d,
n¼ 25), and (2) those meeting the criteria of DBD in any of the previous
waves and with a current DBD diagnosis at wave four (persisters, DBD-p,
n¼ 25). Of the persisters, 13 (52%) met the criteria for CD and 12 for ODD
in the current wave.

In addition, 26 matched HCs were selected from the same cohort of
children (as minor offenses occur in typically developing children as well,
see Moffitt et al.31 for a review). Inclusion criteria for this group were: (1) no
diagnosis of DBD on the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children (DISC-
IV) during any of the previous assessments, (2) below median aggression
scores on the RPQ in the current fourth wave, (3) below median current
wave psychopathic traits scores on the YPI and (4) no history of any other
psychiatric condition (DSM-IV axis 1 or axis 2).

Procedure
This study was approved by the IRB of the VU University Medical Center
Amsterdam and was conducted in accordance with the Code of Ethics of
the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki Principles). All
participants (and their parents/custodians, if age of the participant was
below 18 years) signed informed consent and were visited at home for a
structured psychiatric interview (DISC-IV) and questionnaires, including the
YPI, RPQ, Child-Behavior Checklist and Youth Self-Report32 (see below). On
a second occasion, participants were scanned in a Philips 3 T Intera MRI
scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) at the Academic
Medical Center Amsterdam (AMC). All participants were instructed to
refrain from using alcohol, cannabis or psychostimulant medication for at
least 24 h before the MRI scan.

Assessment
Both the parent and youth version of the National Institute of Mental
Health DISC-IV27 (Dutch translation: Ferdinand and Ende33) were used to
assess the criteria for DSM-IV ODD and CD. Test–retest reliability of the
DISC-IV is in the moderate to good range.27 As previous versions of this
instrument showed moderate to good diagnostic sensitivity only when
information from both parent and youth was taken into account,34 and
similar to previous studies,35 a diagnosis of ODD and/or CD was made only
if children met the diagnostic criteria according to either the parent or
youth report, taking into account time periods mentioned in DSM-IV for
each disorder (i.e. ODD: four symptoms in the last half year; CD: three
symptoms in the last year, including one symptom during the last half
year). Conversely, we defined desistence as not meeting DSM-IV criteria
during the past given time period for each disorder. For descriptive
purposes, the criteria for Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder and Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder were also assessed.

The YPI30 is a 50-item self-report instrument, which was developed to
study personality traits associated with adult psychopathy in juvenile
community samples. To ensure that all participants would understand the
questions, the Dutch child version of the YPI was used,36 which has been
shown to exhibit good 6-month test–retest reliability (intraclass correlation
coefficient range: 0.61–0.76). This version uses the same questions as the
adolescent YPI in simplified wordings. Two age-specific items in the II scale
of the child version were not appropriate for our age group and therefore
we excluded these items, leaving a total of 48 items (range: 1–4). In the
current study, internal consistency (Cronbach’s a) of the total score and its
constituting dimensions were good to excellent: CU a 0.88; GM a 0.93; II a
0.88; and YPI Total score a 0.95. Between-dimension Pearson’s correlation
coefficients (r) were 0.62 (CU-II), 0.67 (CU-GM) and 0.68 (GM-II).

Other clinical characteristics of the previously mentioned subgroups
were assessed using self- and parent-report questionnaires. First, aggres-
sion was investigated using the Reactive–Proactive Aggression Ques-
tionnaire, a reliable and valid 23-item self-report instrument (RPQ29; Dutch
translation: Domburgh and Popma37). In the current study, internal
consistency was excellent (Cronbach’s a 0.93). Two subtests (vocabulary
and block design) of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children—version
III (WISC-III; Wechsler28) were used to estimate intelligence. Finally, total
externalizing and internalizing problem scores were reported by both
parent (Child Behavior Checklist32) and child (Youth Self-Report32).

Experimental task
During a classical differential delay fear conditioning task (adapted from
Birbaumer and co-workers8), participants viewed pictures of two neutral
male faces (as used in Birbaumer et al.8) projected on a blank screen. These
faces served as conditioned stimuli (CS). The task consisted of three
phases: a habituation phase (four trials of both CS, each lasting 3.5 s), an
acquisition phase (eight trials of both CS, each lasting 10 s) and an
extinction phase (four trials of both CS, each lasting 7 s). During the
acquisition phase, only one of the two CS (the CSþ ) was paired with a
20 ms aversive electric unconditioned stimulus (US) at the end of the CS in
100% of the trials, whereas the other CS (the CS� ) was never paired with
an electric stimulus. CS were presented in pseudorandom order. The US
was an electric stimulus applied to the right lower leg, and was calibrated
to a level that was rated as ‘aversive, but not painful’ by the participant
(mean intensity: 36.2 mA (s.d. 12.4), no group differences: F2,73¼ 1.4,
P¼ 0.26). Participants were told that they would view pictures of two male
faces, and would occasionally feel a shock at the right lower leg.

To assess whether fear conditioning induction was successful,
skin conductance levels (SCLs) were collected using MRI-compatible
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Ag/AgCl electrodes and BIOPAC recording hardware and software
(AcqKnowledge 4.1). SCLs were extracted from the raw signal with the
Versatile Stimulus Response Registration Program.38 To assess fear condi-
tioning and to compare groups with respect to psychophysiological
measures of conditioning, skin conductance responses (SCRs) were
computed, based on z-standardized SCLs. SCRs were defined as the
difference between baseline (i.e. the mean SCL of the 2 s before CS onset)
and the maximum SCL during the CS. Furthermore, after each phase of the
experiment, participants rated arousal and anxiety levels on a 9-point
Likert scale and expectancy levels of the US on a 5-point Likert scale for
each CS face separately.

Functional MRI protocol
First, T1-weighted anatomical scans, consisting of 180 sagittal 1 mm thickness
slices, with an in-plane resolution of 1� 1 mm2 (field of view 256� 256 mm2,
repetition time 9.0 ms, echo time 3.5 ms), were acquired using an 8-channel
SENSE head coil. Furthermore, 400 T2*-weighted echo-planar images
were acquired during fear conditioning, each volume consisting of 38
ascending slices of 3 mm thickness and 2.29� 2.29 in-plane resolution,
parallel to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure line (field of view
220� 220 mm2, repetition time 2300, echo time 30 ms).

Statistical analysis
Differences in sociodemographics and clinical characteristics between
groups were analyzed using analysis of variances and Tukey’s post hoc
tests for dimensional measures with equal variances (and Welch’s robust
test of equality of means and Games–Howell post hoc tests for variables
with unequal variance across groups) and Fisher’s exact tests for
categorical variables.

Repeated-measures general linear models were used to assess
differential SCRs to both CS across acquisition (eight trials). CS type and
time were used as within-subject measures and diagnostic group (DBD-p
vs DBD-d vs HC) as between-subject measure. Wilks’ l multivariate tests of
significance were used to account for violations of the compound
symmetry and sphericity assumptions. Similar repeated-measures general
linear models were performed with psychopathic traits (CU, GM, II and
total) as dimensional between-subject measures. Finally, we used paired
t-tests to compare self-reported conditioning indices (fear, arousal and
contingency awareness) to CSþ vs CS� , and analysis of variance to
compare self-reported conditioning across groups.

Functional MRI data were processed using SPM8. Preprocessing
included realignment, unwarping, slice-time correction to the middle slice,
normalization to MNI space based on the segmented anatomical scan and

8 mm full-width at half-maximum smoothing. First-level models included
separate regressors for CSþ and CS� during habituation, acquisition and
extinction, US and rating blocks. Similar to previous studies showing fast
within-trial habituation of salience processing neurocircuitry,39 inspection
of our data revealed that activation returned to baseline 3.3 s after CS
onset. To account for these within-trial habituation effects and to reduce
collinearity between the convolved hemodynamic response function- and
US-related movement artifacts, acquisition trials were subdivided into
three 3.3 s duration subepochs, which were modeled as separate
regressors, similar to previous studies with long trial durations aiming to
assess amygdala reactivity.40 Furthermore, a first-order across-trial time-
modulation regressor was incorporated for each of these three regressors
to model across-trial habituation. Next, contrast images were computed for
CSþ minus CS� (first 3.3 s of each trial) and entered into a one-way
analysis of variance to assess between-group (DBD-p vs DBD-d vs HC)
differences. In addition, we performed three separate regression analyses
to evaluate the relations between dimensional measures of psychopathic
traits (CU, GM and II scores) and CSþ minus CS� responses. Finally, we
performed a multiple regression analysis incorporating all three
psychopathic traits dimensions to evaluate the unique association for
each dimensional measure of psychopathic traits while controlling for any
suppressor effects from the remaining predictor dimensions.

To reduce the effects of movement in inhomogeneous magnetic fields
during the scanning session, we included unwarping as implemented in
SPM8 in the preprocessing procedure of the functional MRI data. In a post
hoc analysis, we additionally added the six realignment parameters
(translation and rotation in three dimensions) as separate regressors to the
first-level models to control for any residual movement effects.

Analyses were conducted at a whole-brain level, as well as in a priori
regions of interest. On the basis of a large body of literature that provides
evidence for their role in fear conditioning, and consistent activation in
neuroimaging studies of the acquisition of conditioned fear responses (for
a review, see Sehlmeyer et al.41), we selected amygdala, anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) and insula as our regions of interest. Amygdala and insula
were anatomically defined using the Automated Anatomic Labeling
atlas.42 Similar to previous neuroimaging studies on fear conditioning,43

we assessed ACC effects using a 16 mm radius sphere centered on the
peak coordinates (x¼ � 2, y¼ 14, z¼ 40) from a recent meta-analysis of 15
classical fear conditioning studies,44 to account for the functional
specialization of different ACC subregions and evidence for selective
recruitment of a specific subregion during fear conditioning.44 Whole-brain
analyses were corrected for multiple comparisons at family-wise error
(FWE) Po0.05. To correct for multiple comparisons in our regions of
interest, we used small volume correction at an adjusted threshold of
FWE Po0.029 (¼ a/k^(1� r)¼ 0.05/5^(1� 0.66), where k is the number of

Table 1. Characteristics of DBD subgroups and controls

HC (n¼ 26) DBD-d (n¼ 25) DBD-p (n¼ 25) Group difference

Male gender, no. (%) 23 (89%) 20 (80%) 18 (72%) Fisher’s exact1 P40.31
Low SES neighborhood, no. (%) 18 (69%) 15 (60%) 13 (54%) Fisher’s exact1 P40.55
Non-Western ethnicity, no. (%) 11 (42%) 4 (16%) 9 (36%) Fisher’s exact4 P40.28
Age, mean (s.d.) (years) 17.8 (1.2) 17.6 (1.7) 17.3 (1.4) F2,69¼ 0.7, P40.52
DBD age of onset, mean (s.d.) (years) — 6.6 (3.5) 6.5 (3.0) T47¼ 0.15, P40.87
IQ, mean (s.d.) 91.9 (12.3) 91.2 (15.6) 86.7 (13.2) F2,66¼ 0.9, P40.39
RPQ aggression, mean (s.d.) 4.5 (2.6) 12.2 (7.0) 18.0 (8.8) Welch2;35.2¼ 34.8, Po0.001a,b,c

CBCL internalizing, mean (s.d.) 47.9 (10.6) 53.4 (12.0) 60.9 (6.3) Welch2;42.7¼ 14.3, Po0.001b,c

YSR internalizing, mean (s.d.) 41.8 (8.1) 48.4 (10.0) 53.2 (10.5) F2,72¼ 9.0, Po0.001a,b

CBCL externalizing, mean (s.d.) 44.2 (6.5) 57.0 (8.9) 66.6 (6.1) Welch2;43.8¼ 74.8, Po0.001a,b,c

YSR externalizing, mean (s.d.) 43.7 (5.6) 55.3 (8.5) 60.1 (11.4) Welch2;43.2¼ 29.7, Po0.001a,b

ADHD (%) 5 (19%) 12 (48%) 16 (64%) Fisher’s exact1 P¼ 0.004a,b

PTSD (%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (9%) Fisher’s exact1 P¼ 0.09
YPI callous-unemotional, mean (s.d.) 20.2 (3.9) 24.2 (7.5) 26.8 (9.0) Welch2;39.9¼ 7.09, P¼ 0.002b

YPI grandiose-manipulative, mean (s.d.) 23.1 (3.4) 32.8 (10.1) 33.5 (9.4) Welch2;35.7¼ 16.7, Po0.001a,b

YPI impulsive-irresponsible, mean (s.d.) 24.1 (5.3) 33.5 (9.4) 36.4 (8.4) Welch2;43.2¼ 24.5, Po0.001a,b

YPI total psychopathic traits, mean (s.d.) 67.5 (8.5) 90.5 (23.3) 95.9 (24.6) Welch2;36.6¼ 22.8, Po0.001a,b

Mean translation, mean (s.d.), mm 0.08 (0.02) 0.11 (0.06) 0.13 (0.07) Welch2;38.7¼ 7.4, P¼ 0.002b

Mean rotation, mean (s.d.), (deg.) 0.08 (0.02) 0.11 (0.06) 0.13 (0.09) Welch2;38.0¼ 7.4, P¼ 0.002b

Abbreviations: ADHD, Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder; CBCL, Child Behavior Checklist; DBD, Disruptive Behavior Disorders; DBD-d, desistent DBD
subgroup; DBD-p, persistent DBD subgroup; HC, healthy control; IQ, intelligence quotient; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; RPQ, Reactive Proactive
aggression Questionnaire, SES, socioeconomic status; YPI, Youth Psychopathic Traits Inventory; YSR, Youth Self-Report. aSignificant difference between HC and
desisters. bHC vs persisters. cDesisters vs persisters.
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outcome variables and r their mean correlation, that is, Bonferroni
correction, taking into account the correlation between these outcome
variables.45)

Finally, mediation analyses were performed using both classical Sobel
tests with standardized coefficients for use with dichotomous outcomes,
and bootstrapping procedures with 5000 resamples using the SPSS macro
INDIRECT provided by Andrew Hayes (http://www.afhayes.com; Preacher
and Hayes46) were performed, thresholded at one-sided a 0.05. Mean
neuronal activation for each regions of interest was extracted using the
MarsBaR toolbox for SPM (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net; Brett et al.47).

RESULTS
Clinical characteristics
Groups were similar with respect to sociodemographic variables
(see Table 1; all PX0.28). In addition, all groups showed a similarly
low IQ (P¼ 0.40). However, whereas DBD-d scored higher on
aggression than HCs, DBD-p reported higher aggression scores
compared with both DBD-d and HCs. Both DBD groups reported
more internalizing and externalizing problems than HC, whereas
according to parent reports the DBD-p group was currently more
troubled than both other groups. Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder comorbidity was higher in both DBD groups than in HC.
DBD-p did not differ from DBD-d on psychopathic personality
traits, but both groups reported higher GM, II and total
psychopathic traits scores compared with HC. DBD-p also showed
higher CU traits than HC.

Conditioning indices
With respect to SCRs, significant fear conditioning effects were
found for all three groups together (CS-type effects: F¼ 21.3,
d.f.¼ 1;75, Po0.001, partial Z2¼ 0.22; time effects: F¼ 4.6,
d.f.¼ 7;69, Po0.001, partial h2¼ 0.32; and CS-type� time effect:
F¼ 4.2, d.f.¼ 7;69, P¼ 0.001, partial Z2¼ 0.30). Post hoc analyses
showed that fear conditioning induction was successful, with
higher SCRs related to CSþ than to CS� during both the first
(t¼ 2.62, d.f.¼ 75, P¼ 0.011, d¼ 0.30) and second half (t¼ 5.1,
d.f.¼ 75, Po0.001, d¼ 0.58) of the acquisition phase. Marginally
significant CS-type� time� group interaction tests indicated
group differences in CS differentiation time courses across
conditioning (Wilks’ l F¼ 1.7, d.f.¼ 14;134, P¼ 0.064, partial
Z2¼ 0.15). Although the direction of the effects implied that both
DBD-d and DBD-p showed stronger differential conditioning than
HCs on several trials, post hoc between-group differences were not
significant. In fact, each group showed successful skin conduc-
tance conditioning, as evidenced by significant CS and CS� time
effects across acquisition trials (all Pp0.027).

When the three psychopathic dimensions were entered into
separate repeated-measures general linear models, CU traits
showed a trend toward significant CS� time�CU effects (Wilks’
l F¼ 2.0, d.f.¼ 7;66, P¼ 0.07, partial Z2¼ 0.17), whereas GM and
II traits did not interact with CS, time or CS� time effects. There
were no significant post hoc tests, but the direction of parameter
estimates implied that higher CU trait scores were related to
higher differential conditioning on several trials. When all three
dimensions were simultaneously entered into a single repeated-
measures general linear models, none of the psychopathic traits
showed a significant interaction with CS, time or CS� time.

There were no differences between groups on self-reported
fear, arousal or contingency awareness. Subjects’ self-reports
indicated a trend toward significant differential conditioning with
respect to arousal (CSþ vs CS� : t¼ 1.8, d.f.¼ 73, P¼ 0.078,
Cohen’s d¼ 0.21), but not contingency (t¼ 1.0, d.f.¼ 73, P¼ 0.32,
Cohen’s d¼ 0.12) or fear (t¼ 1.0, d.f.¼ 73, P¼ 0.32, d¼ 0.12),
although all observed differences were in the expected
direction (higher US expectation and higher fear for CSþ than
for CS� ). Self-reported contingency awareness was not related to
psychopathic trait scores.

During the fear conditioning experiment, DBD-p showed higher
mean scan-to-scan translation and rotation compared with HCs.

Functional MRI
Whole-brain analysis for the contrast ‘CSþ more than CS� ’
during acquisition showed significant (PFWE� SVC o0.029) bilateral
fear conditioning effects in the ACC and the insula. At a lower
statistical threshold (Pp0.001 uncorrected), fear conditioning
effects were found throughout the fear learning neurocircuitry,
including the amygdala, brainstem, caudate nucleus, hippocam-
pus, thalamus and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

Between-group analyses revealed significantly higher activation
during the acquisition of conditioned responses in a priori defined
regions of interest in the DBD-d and the DBD-p subgroups
compared with HCs (see Table 2). Although statistically significant
results were only found in the left ACC for DBD-d vs HC, and in the
right insula, left amygdala and left ACC for DBD-p vs HC,
inspection of these results at a lower statistical threshold revealed
that both DBD groups showed higher activation throughout the
regions previously mentioned as showing task main effects. DBD-
p and DBD-d did not differ with respect to differential neural
responses during fear conditioning. Groups did not differ with
respect to neural activation in response to the US.

Regression analyses showed that higher levels of II traits were
associated with higher activation in the right insula as well as in
the left and right ACC. When all dimensions were entered into a
multiple regression model, both GM and II traits were associated
with higher activation. In contrast, CU traits were associated with
lower levels of activation. This effect was significant at Po0.05
(whole-brain FWE-corrected) in the ACC, and was present at a
lower statistical threshold throughout the fear conditioning
network (see Table 3 and Figures 1 and 2). Post hoc exclusion of
an outlier with respect to differential activation in the ACC (visible
in Figure 2) slightly reduced the effect size of the latter CU traits
result (from peak voxel partial r¼ 0.57 to partial r¼ 0.50,
uncorrected Po0.001, PFWE¼ 0.095) and increased the effect of
the II trait result (from peak voxel partial r¼ 0.33 to partial r¼ 0.38,

Table 2. Significant between-group differences in activity for
conditioned responses to CSþ vs CS� (n¼ 76)

Group
comparison

Brain
region

PFWE� SVC Z-score x y z

HCoDBD-d Left
insula

0.046 3.71 � 38 � 20 24

Right
insula

0.043 3.72 42 � 4 6

0.048 3.68 36 � 18 14
Left ACC 0.010 4.11a � 14 10 40

0.029 3.80 � 12 16 40

HCoDBD-p Right
insula

0.013 4.04a 36 � 10 4

0.037 3.74 40 � 6 2
0.038 3.73 34 � 16 10

Left
amygdala

0.028 3.23a � 30 � 6 � 12

0.043 3.08 � 24 � 6 � 10
Left ACC 0.007 4.21a � 16 18 38

0.030 3.76 � 16 10 38
0.035 3.72 � 14 6 38

Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; CSþ , conditioned stimulus
followed by unconditioned stimulus; CS� , conditioned stimulus never
followed by unconditioned stimulus; DBD, Disruptive Behavior Disorders;
DBD-d, desisters; DBD-P, persisters; HC, healthy controls; PFWE� SVC, family-
wise error small volume correction for multiple comparison. aStatistically
significant at adjusted a PFWE� SVC o0.029.
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uncorrected Po0.001, PFWE¼ 0.005). All between-group effects
remained significant after exclusion of this outlier. Psychopathic
traits’ dimensions were unrelated to neural activation to the US.

As DBD-p and DBD-d as well as II traits were characterized by
higher rather than lower fear conditioning in the right insula and
anterior cingulate cortex, we performed post hoc analyses,
assessing whether II traits mediated the relation between neural
responses during fear conditioning in these regions and DBD-d
and DBD-p group membership (tested dichtomously vs HC). We
found that the paths from right insula responsiveness to both DBD-
d and DBD-p were significantly—and nearly fully (88% for DBD-d,
P¼ 0.016, 90% confidence interval (CI): 0.57–2.5; and 82% for DBD-p,

P¼ 0.008, 90% CI: 0.58–4.1)—mediated by II traits. Similarly, ACC
effects on DBD-p (95%, P¼ 0.032, 90% CI: 0.5–3.0) were
significantly mediated by II traits, whereas for DBD-d the evidence
for mediation was mixed (65%, P¼ 0.036, 90% CI: � 0.05 to 1.4).

Post hoc analyses
Several post hoc analyses were performed. It was found that
neither restricting second-level analyses to the group with CD
(compared with HCs), excluding all girls, adding self-reported
anxiety to the model nor adding realignment parameters to the
first-level models to control for the effects of head movement
significantly altered their results.

DISCUSSION
This study investigated fear conditioning and its neural correlates
in youngsters with persistent vs desistent patterns of childhood-
onset DBD during adolescence, as compared with HCs. To this
end, we recruited a large sample of early-onset offenders and
focused on phenotypical characterization of differential fear

Table 3. Psychopathic trait dimensions’ relation with regional BOLD response for CSþ vs CS� (n¼ 74)a

Psychopathic traits Brain region PFWE� SVC Z-score x y z

II (positive association) Right insula 0.003 (whole-brain) 5.32b 36 � 18 14
0.003 (whole-brain) 5.27b 34 � 14 10
0.016 (whole-brain) 4.93b 50 � 2 8

0.002 4.51c 34 � 8 12
0.003 4.44c 38 � 8 4

Left ACC 0.025 3.79c � 8 0 42
0.03 3.73 � 6 0 46

Right ACC 0.01 4.05c 8 6 36

Statistically corrected for the effects of both other dimensions
CU (negative association) Right ACC 0.005 (whole brain) 5.19b 12 32 18
GM (positive association) Right amygdala 0.015 3.48c 20 0 � 10
II (positive association) Left insula 0.019 3.93c � 36 4 � 12

0.023 3.88c � 34 8 � 12
Right insula 0.005 (whole brain) 5.18b 32 � 12 12

0.001 4.69c 32 � 16 14
0.004 4.36c 34 � 8 12

Left amygdala 0.038 3.11 � 30 4 � 16
Right ACC 0.021 3.84c 6 6 36

Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; BOLD, blood oxygen level dependent; CSþ , conditioned stimulus followed by unconditioned stimulus;
CS� , conditioned stimulus never followed by unconditioned stimulus; CU, callous-unemotional; FEW, family-wise error; GM, grandiose-manipulative;
II, impulsive-irresponsible; PFWE� SVC¼ family-wise error small volume correction for multiple comparison. aYouth Psychopathic Trait Inventories were missing
for two participants. bStatistically significant at PFWE�whole brain corrected o0.05. cStatistically significant at adjusted a PFWE� SVC o0.029.

Figure 1. Association between differential neural fear conditioning
responses (CSþ4CS� contrast) and Youth Psychopathic traits
Inventory (YPI) impulsive-irresponsible traits (left; positive associa-
tion), and callous-unemotional traits (right; negative association).
Single dimension regression analysis effects (red), unique effects
(green; i.e. corrected for the other psychopathy dimensions in a
multiple regression analysis) and their overlap (yellow) are displayed
at Po0.001, kX10 uncorrected for display purposes, and are
overlaid on an anatomical template. CS, conditioned stimuli.
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Figure 2. Partial regression plots displaying the association between
neural differential fear conditioning responses (CSþ4CS� con-
trast) in the anterior cingulate cortex peak voxel (MNI coordinates
12, 32, 18) and Youth Psychopathic Traits Inventory (YPI) impulsive-
irresponsible (left), and callous-unemotional traits (right). CS,
conditioned stimuli.
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conditioning. Unexpectedly, functional MRI data showed higher
instead of lower levels of activation during acquisition of
conditioned fear responses in both persisters and desisters as
compared with HCs. Enhanced fear conditioning was observed
throughout the fear processing neurocircuitry but most promi-
nently in the insula and ACC. Furthermore, we found that II
psychopathic personality trait scores were most strongly asso-
ciated with higher limbic activation during fear conditioning.
Correcting for the effects of the other psychopathic traits
dimensions in a multiple regression analysis showed a suppressor
effect, as limbic activation correlated positively with II and GM
traits, but negatively with CU traits. Finally, there were indications
that the association between neural responsiveness and DBD
subgroup membership was mediated by II traits.

This is the first neuroimaging study investigating fear con-
ditioning in a sample of very young first offenders followed up
during adolescence. The observed increased neural responsive-
ness during fear conditioning in desisters relative to HC is
consistent with a previous study showing higher autonomic fear
conditioning in antisocial adolescents desisting from crime during
adulthood compared with HCs. 10 Our finding of similar hyper-
reactivity of the fear circuitry in DBD-p, on the other hand, is in
contrast with most other studies reporting reduced fear
conditioning in antisocial subjects. However, it should be noted
that while there is strong empirical evidence for reduced fear
conditioning in adult psychopaths, results in antisocial youths are
less consistent. For instance, Raine and co-workers10 (mentioned
earlier) did not find significantly reduced fear conditioning in
persisters vs controls, although the observed effect was in the
predicted direction. Similarly, in another study, Raine and co-
workers48 found evidence for reduced fear conditioning only in
high socioeconomic class ‘undersocialized’ juveniles, whereas the
effect for those from lower socioeconomic environments was in
the opposite direction.

As fear conditioning deficits in the current study varied as a
function of dimensional measures of psychopathic traits, and were
mediated by such traits, we propose that inconsistent results of
previous studies comparing antisocial groups with HCs may be
explained at least in part by heterogeneity in study samples
with respect to these clinical characteristics and their underlying
neurobiological mechanisms.11,12 Recent reviews have emphasized
the relevance of subtyping ‘cool’ fearless and ‘hot’ impulsive
subsamples of antisocial youths,11,12 and have hypothesized that
even in those showing persistent patterns of antisocial behavior,
multiple etiologically diverse subgroups may exist.49 In this study,
we aimed to investigate a study group highly representative of the
general antisocial population by recruiting all subjects from a high-
risk young offender sample, including those with lower IQ scores50

and not restricting our analyses to those with a diagnosis of
conduct disorder (for a review, see Vermeiren51). Our results
suggest that, compared to previous studies that excluded low IQ
participants, or selected specific subpopulations (e.g. Fairchild
et al.6,7 and Birbaumer et al.8), adolescents in this clinically relevant
and unselected offender cohort showed higher rates of ‘hot’ than of
‘cool’ features. Consistent with this notion, conduct problems in our
sample were accompanied by higher rates of internalizing
problems. As such, the current study does not falsify the
hypothesis that reduced fear conditioning may put some children
at risk of persistent antisocial development, but rather extends the
fear conditioning literature to the overall adolescent antisocial
population, confirming theories regarding a subgroup of persistent
antisocial youths that is characterized by below average IQ,
impulsivity and emotional hyper-responsiveness on a clinical and
neurobiological level.49

As mentioned earlier, the desister group in the current study
was also characterized by higher fear conditioning. Although it
may be argued that this represents a protective mechanism (as in
Raine et al.10), this explanation is at odds with our finding that fear

conditioning effects on desister group membership are mediated
by II traits. Although desisters did not meet the criteria for DBD
any more, they still showed higher levels of II traits, as well as
internalizing and externalizing symptoms, compared with
controls. As such, higher neural responses during fear
conditioning in this group may actually reflect emotional—and
as a consequence, behavioral—dysregulation, similar to the
persister group. It could be hypothesized that the buffering
effects of other protective factors or absence of additional risk
factors protect the desister group from a full DBD diagnosis.

Consistent with theories about ‘cool’ and ‘hot’ antisocial
subtypes, the current findings suggest that differential neural
responses during fear conditioning are positively associated with II
psychopathic traits (‘hot’), but negatively associated with CU traits
(‘cool’). However, our results also show that suppressor effects
between these correlated domains of the psychopathy construct
may obscure their distinct neurobiological correlates. This finding
is consistent with a recent study by Sebastian and co-workers24

investigating the independent roles of conduct problems and CU
traits in empathic neural responses in adolescents, as well as with
the body of literature on suppressor effects between dimensions
of the psychopathy construct with respect to criterion variables
in behavior and psychophysiology23,52 in adults. Clinically,
these findings stress the need to consider psychopathic traits
in adolescents as a multidimensional concept with differing
underlying mechanisms.

Limitations and directions for future research
There are several limitations to our study. First, although our study
investigated prospective longitudinal patterns of DBD, neural
correlates were studied cross-sectionally in late adolescence.
Prospective studies with functional MRI assessments in young
offenders are needed to address predictive value and causality.
Second, although HCs for the current study were intentionally
recruited from the same early-onset offender cohort as DBD
participants, to ensure absence of behavior problems by means of
longitudinal data, it would be interesting to additionally recruit
HCs who have never offended. Third, our non-selective antisocial
population was highly heterogeneous. As such, one may
hypothesize that the direction of our results was either due to
the high proportion of ODD or due to comorbid anxiety
symptoms. Importantly, post hoc analyses showed that CD
diagnoses were also associated with increased rather than
reduced differential activation during fear conditioning (i.e. this
finding was not solely attributable to ODD). Similarly, adding self-
reported anxiety to the model did not significantly influence our
results. Taken together, these results suggest that our persister
group is marked by general emotional hyper-responsiveness.
However, our results cannot be generalized to all antisocial
populations, but rather warrant replication in other samples.
Finally, we used neutral faces as CS. Previous studies showed
increased limbic responses to neutral faces in conduct-disordered
youths.53 Therefore, one may speculate that higher differential
activation in the DBD groups compared with controls in the
current study reflect potentiation of conditioning to the CSþ by
higher ecological validity of CS54 in our experimental design.
However, as Birbaumer and co-workers8 found reduced
conditioning in adult psychopaths with the same experimental
stimuli, our results are likely to be explained by sample
differences. Indeed, contrasting the CS� with the low-level
baseline for exploratory purposes provided no evidence for
heightened reactivity to the neutral face in DBD subgroups.

As our data suggest that persistence of DBD, as compared with
desistent DBD, is not explained by abnormal fear conditioning, we
suggest that future studies should investigate alternative explana-
tions for persistent dysfunction in other neural circuits (such as
reward circuitry), environmental factors (e.g. parenting, peer
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delinquency) or biosocial interactions (e.g. fearfulness and
parenting; Kochanska et al.55) Furthermore, it should be noted
that categorical DBD diagnoses are rather crude measures of
persistence, and it would be interesting to assess alternative
outcome measures, such as reoffending, as well.

Notwithstanding these caveats, the divergent correlations of
several relevant dimensions within this population with such a
basic physiological mechanism as fear conditioning do suggest
possibilities for the development of future interventions, as well as
subtyping antisocial youths for personalized treatment. To this
end, future studies should address the plasticity of fear
conditioning to intervention as well as its relation with treatment
success.

CONCLUSION
This is the first neuroimaging study to investigate fear condition-
ing in a representative sample of persistent and desistent
childhood-onset DBD adolescents from an early-onset offender
cohort. Our results indicate that both persistent and desistent
subgroups showed enhanced rather than reduced neural
responses during fear conditioning. Although differential neural
reactivity in the limbic circuitry was positively associated with II
and GM psychopathic traits, the CU traits were negatively
associated with neural reactivity. These results stress the need to
consider antisocial youths as a heterogeneous population and to
utilize psychopathic traits as a concept with multiple dimensions,
each with distinct neurobiological profiles.
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